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Unit 10
True/False
Indicate whether the statement is true or false.
____

1. A page that is 11 inches in length is the same as saying it is 66 picas.

____

2. In symmetrical balance, the elements on either side of the imaginary axis are not equal or mirrored, but
they carry the same visual weight, and, therefore, the overall visual effect is balance.

____

3. There are two typess of balance: symmetrical and asymmetrical.

____

4. Just as the rule of thirds creates a focal point in a photograph, it can establish emphasis in a layout
design.

____

5. Trapped white space is white space that is surrounded on all sides by text or graphics.

____

6. When you create a new file based on a design template, the new document opens with the paragraph
styles, character styles, color schemes, and master pages associated with the design.

____

7. In a layout, rows are a division of the space within the margins on a page, separated evenly by the
gutters.

____

8. Grids can speed up the design and layout process by removing at least some guesswork and trial and error.

____

9. The appropriate number of columns for a design will depend on the size of the page and the complexity
of the design.

____ 10. When creating files for print publication, you will most likely generate PDFs directly from within your
layout program.
____ 11. PDFs can only be created from a few specialized applications.
____ 12. PDFs are essential tools for collaborating and sharing information and can be deployed for Web
publishing as well.
Multiple Choice
Identify the choice that best completes the statement or answers the question.
____

1. The arrangement on a page of all the key elements without regard to the specific content is the ______.
a. layout
c. orientation
b. master page
d. template

____

2. A printer’s measurement equal to 1/6 of an inch is a ______.
a. point
c. half inch
b. pica
d. pixel
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____

3. A printer’s measurement equal to 1/72 of an inch is a ______.
a. point
c. half inch
b. pica
d. pixel

____

4. A line that is 5p2 means that it is ________ in length.
a. 5 points 2 picas
c. 5 picas 2 points
b. 5 inches 2 picas
d. 5 points 2 inches

____

5. Repetition and consistency is used in print design to give a page a sense of ______.
a. balance
c. unity
b. rhythm
d. conformity

____

6. The area on a page in which text or graphics are absent is ______.
a. symmetry
c. balance
b. positive space
d. white space

____

7. Areas of narrow white space, caused by extra space in a line of text, that flow down a page are called
______.
a. gutters
c. rivers of white
b. trapped white space
d. focus points

____

8. A vertical column of white space is a ______.
a. gutter
c.
b. margin
d.

____

standoff
bleed

9. Page designs that can be applied automatically to any page within a document are ______.
a. templates
c. master pages
b. themes
d. layouts

____ 10. A ______ is a series of vertical and horizontal non-printing guidelines on a layout that direct the
placement and size of objects on a page.
a. column
c. margin
b. grid
d. gutter
____ 11. It is always best to check with your ______ before creating PDFs for print production.
a. print vendor
c. software company
b. instructor
d. hardware supplier
____ 12. Creating ______ in a layout can establish emphasis in a layout design.
a. an alignment
c. a focal point
b. repetition
d. contrast
Short Answer
1. There are countless layout choices when starting with a blank page. Outline some basic suggestions for
preliminary work that can be done, even before launching the software, that will make the structuring of
a layout less daunting.
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